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Abstract

Estimation of the spatial heterogeneity in crime incidence across an entire city is
an important step towards reducing crime and increasing our understanding of the
physical and social functioning of urban environments. This is a difficult modeling
endeavor since crime incidence can vary smoothly across space and time but there also
exist physical and social barriers that result in discontinuities in crime rates between
different regions within a city. A further difficulty is that there are different levels of
resolution that can be used for defining regions of a city in order to analyze crime.
To address these challenges, we develop a Bayesian non-parametric approach for the
clustering of urban areal units at different levels of resolution simultaneously. Our
approach is evaluated with an extensive synthetic data study and then applied to the
estimation of crime incidence at various levels of resolution in the city of Philadelphia.

Keywords: Bayesian Hierarchical Modeling; Spatial Clustering; Hierarchical Dirichlet Pro-
cess; Nested Dirichlet Process
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1 Introduction

The public availability of geocoded crime data provides the opportunity to analyze patterns

in crime within urban environments at a higher resolution than ever before. The focus

on this paper will be to model the spatial heterogeneity in criminal activity in the city of

Philadelphia, which is currently the sixth largest city in the United States. Estimation of

which local areas of a city have elevated levels of crime can potentially aid in efforts to reduce

criminal activity as well as increase our scientific understanding about the physical and social

functioning of cities. Criminologists and urban planners are particularly interested in what

aspects of the built environments are associated with elevated or reduced criminal activity.

Part of our investigation will examine our estimated crime patterns in the context of several

historical theories and past studies from the urban planning and criminology literature.

Modeling the spatial heterogeneity in crime across an entire city is a difficult endeavor as we

expect that levels (and trends) in crime to vary somewhat smoothly across space and time

in a city but we also must acknowledge that there exist both physical and social boundaries

that may manifest as non-smooth breaks in crime patterns between proximal areas. Adding

to this challenge is that it is not clear what spatial resolution should be used when analyzing

crime in urban environments, or even whether different spatial resolutions are appropriate

for capturing the variation in crime in different regions of a large city.

The highest possible resolution for modeling crime is the geo-coded location of each individual

reported crime, as the available crime data for Philadelphia gives the location of each reported

crime as a GPS coordinate. There have been many approaches to modeling geo-coded crime

locations directly using spatial point processes, such as Taddy (2010) and Mohler et al.

(2011). However, a common alternative is to model crime as areal data where individual

geo-coded crime locations are aggregated within a set of pre-defined geographic units (Aldor-

Noiman et al., 2016; Law et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014).

There are several compelling reasons for modeling crime occurrences within geographic areal

units. First, policy initiatives and resources aimed towards reducing crime in cities are

typically organized and enacted within areal units. For example, the city of Philadelphia is

organized into 21 police service areas (PSAs) and 66 police districts (PDs) by the Philadelphia

Police Department for the purposes of administration and allocation of resources.

Second, many important predictors or covariates of crime are only available as aggregate

measures within areal units. For example, socio-economic measures are predictive of crime
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in urban neighborhoods (Sampson et al., 1997). However, demographic and economic data

is too sensitive to be made publicly available at the individual level and so the U.S. Census

Bureau only makes available socio-economic measures aggregated at the level of their census

block or census block group areal units. In our crime analysis, we will focus on the 1336 U.S.

Census block group areal units that are nested with 384 U.S. Census tract areal units within

the city of Philadelphia.

Finally, modeling crime within areal units makes it easier to analyze the spatial heterogeneity

in crime density in Philadelphia by providing an interpretation of these areal units as “neigh-

borhoods” of the city that each have unique features that could be associated with crime.

For example, Humphrey et al. (2020) examined associations between crime and aspects of

the built environment at the neighborhood level in Philadelphia, where neighborhoods were

defined by the U.S. census block group areal units.

In fact, there are many historical theories in criminology and urban planning about the con-

nection between crime and different aspects of the surrounding neighborhood. Several studies

in criminology have found that crime tends to spatially concentrate at micro-levels (Weis-

burd, 2015; Lee et al., 2017). Defensible space theory (Newman, 1972), crime prevention by

environmental design (Cozens et al., 2005) and routine activities theory (Cohen and Felson,

1979) argue that the built environment in urban neighborhoods can impact propensities of

offenders and availability of suitable targets for crime. MacDonald (2015) and MacDonald

et al. (2019) review many empirical studies have shown that crime incidence is associated

with differences between local urban areas in terms of green space, zoning and public transit.

However, when defining particular areal units as “neighborhoods” for the purposes of ana-

lyzing crime in a city, it is important to acknowledge that crime levels may have more or less

spatial variation, and that different levels of resolution may be more appropriate, in different

parts of a large city. Simultaneous modeling of crime between areal units across multiple

levels of resolution is the focus of the methodological contributions of this paper.

For areal units at a particular level of resolution, such as U.S. census block groups, we need

a spatial modeling approach that allows for the sharing of information between areal units

(neighborhoods) while also recognizing the possibility of sharp discontinuities in crime rates

due to physical barriers such as rivers or social barriers such as differences in community

organization between bordering neighborhoods.

Modeling strategies based on the clustering of areal units can address these characteristics
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and are commonly used in spatial data situations such as disease mapping (Knorr-Held and

Raßer, 2000; Feng et al., 2016; Denison and Holmes, 2001; Anderson et al., 2017) as well as

crime (Balocchi et al., 2019).

Clustering approaches also have advantages in terms of model interpretation, as they can

reduce the dimensionality of the units of analysis from a potentially large number of indi-

vidual areal units down to a smaller number of areal unit clusters. This is an important

feature for our application, as we want to identify regions of the city of Philadelphia that

share similar crime dynamics in order to improve our understanding of what neighborhood

factors are related to crime density.

However, a crucial issue for investigating crime in Philadelphia (and spatial data modeling

more generally) is choosing a particular resolution of areal units that should be the focus of

our study or alternatively whether we can model crime density across multiple resolutions of

areal units simultaneously.

For example, as we mention above the city of Philadelphia is divided up into 21 police service

areas and 66 police districts. The U.S. Census Bureau provide even higher resolution options

that could be used as areal units in our analysis: the city of Philadelphia is divided up into

384 census tracts which are further divided into 1336 census block groups. Should we be

modeling crime using the lower resolution census tracts or the higher resolution census block

groups as our areal units?

The vast majority of previous approaches to modeling crime, and spatial data more generally,

fix a particular level of resolution for their areal units and only work with that choice of areal

units for the entirety of their analysis (Feng et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2017; Balocchi

and Jensen, 2019). Some studies in criminology have investigated the best resolution for

analyzing crime (Malleson et al., 2019) whereas other studies have examined crime across

different resolutions (Schnell et al., 2017; Steenbeek and Weisburd, 2016).

However, instead of fixing the level of resolution at which to perform our analysis, we want to

model crime (and cluster areal units) in Philadelphia simultaneously across multiple levels of

resolution. We have already discussed several motivations for taking a clustering approach,

but there are also several reasons for clustering areal units at different levels of resolution

simultaneously.

One reason that is especially relevant to our study of crime is that one level of resolution

may be most appropriate for certain areas of Philadelphia whereas another level of resolution
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may be more appropriate for other parts of the city. For example, the spatial variation

in crime density could be much higher in the more densely populated and heterogeneous

central neighborhoods of Philadelphia compared with the more residential and homogeneous

surrounding suburban neighborhoods. If this is the case, we would ideally model crime

density with a finer granularity of areal units in the central regions of the city compared to a

coarser granularity of areal units in the outlying regions of the city. This can be accomplished

by simultaneously clustering areal units on multiple levels of resolution.

This is a general issue beyond our application to crime in Philadelphia, as there are many

spatial data situations in complex environments where one would expect that spatial varia-

tion is higher or lower in some regions under study compared to others, e.g. disease mapping,

climate modeling, etc. Standard clustering methods that focus on a single level of granularity

might not be able to capture those differences in variation. Therefore, instead of restricting

an analysis to a specific level of resolution, it can be beneficial to allow multiple levels of

resolution that are each appropriate for subsets of our data.

Another data situation where simultaneous modeling at multiple levels of resolution mod-

eling can be beneficial is when part of the data, such as important predictor variables, are

unavailable at the desired level of resolution. Consider an analysis where we would like to

cluster census blocks in a city based on crime density after accounting for measures of poverty

via a regression model. However, due to privacy issues, poverty data is only available from

the US Census Bureau at the census block group level, which is a coarser resolution than the

census block level. In this case, the clustering of areal units at the desired higher resolution

level of census blocks can be informed by a multi-level clustering model that also clusters

areal units at the lower resolution level of census block groups at which we can condition on

measures of poverty.

Finally, a general goal of spatial modeling is capturing the dependency shared by areal units

that are located in close geographical proximity to each other. Parametric models can ex-

plicitly incorporate this dependency via spatial autocorrelation parameters, e.g. Balocchi

and Jensen (2019), though parametric approaches can have substantial modeling and com-

putational challenges (Pace and LeSage, 2010). The model for spatial clustering at multiple

resolutions that we develop represents a less parametric alternative that will implicitly in-

duce spatial dependence between geographically proximal areal units at a higher resolution

level through the simultaneous clustering of the areal units at a lower resolution level.

The multi-level modeling of areal units has been considered in various disciplines (Arcaya
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et al., 2012; Geronimus and Bound, 1998; Pickett and Pearl, 2001; Krieger et al., 2002), but

not specifically focussed on the problem of clustering areal units within a fixed hierarchical

structure. By fixed hierarchical structure, we are referring to our situation of having spatially

proximal areal units at a higher resolution level (such as census block groups) that are nested

within the areal units at the next lower resolution level (such as census tracts). The approach

of (Estivill-Castro and Lee, 2002) tries to find a hierarchical structure by finding clusters

within clusters, but do not consider our situation of a fixed hierarchical structure of nested

areal units across different levels of resolution.

That said, neighborhoods that are not spatially proximal to each other in Philadelphia

could still share similar levels of crime as well as socioeconomic situations. Moreover, they

could have substantially different low-resolution crime density while still sharing similar

high-resolution crime density, and so we do not want to restrict our clustering of areal

units to only find partitions that are nested, i.e. high-resolution clusters nested within

low-resolution clusters. In our modeling approach, we will need to acknowledge the fixed

hierarchical structure of our areal units in the city of Philadelphia, but we also will need to

build in the flexibility to potentially cluster high-resolution areal units together even if their

corresponding low-resolution units are not in the same cluster.

Before outlining our own methodological developments, we first review some recent modeling

approaches that we will build upon to address our goal of simultaneously clustering areal

units across multiple levels of resolution. Bayesian non-parametric and semi-parametric

models (Muller and Quintana, 2004) based on the Dirichlet process prior (Ferguson, 1973a)

have become an increasingly popular general approach for clustering observations and/or

latent variables. These models have the advantage over common approaches such as K-

means clustering in that the number of clusters does not have to be fixed or pre-specified.

Teh et al. (2006) developed a hierarchical Dirichlet Process model (HDP) for grouped data

where the groups are known and fixed, whereas the nested Dirichlet process (nDP) of

(Rodŕıguez et al., 2008) estimates the group structure from the data itself. Thus, a nested

Dirichlet Process model can be used for multi-level clustering of both observations and the

groups containing those observations while the hierarchical Dirichlet Process model only

produces a clustering of the observations.

However, a key restriction of the nested Dirichlet Process is that clusters at finer levels are

forced to be nested within the clusters at coarser levels, as shown in Camerlenghi et al.

(2018). As we discussed above, this characteristic of the nDP model is not well suited for
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our data situation as it does not allow the flexibility to potentially cluster together high-

resolution areal units from groups that are not clustered together at the low-resolution level.

In Section 2, we will develop a nested Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (nHDP) that combines

elements of both the hierarchical Dirichlet process and the nested Dirichlet process in order

to simultaneously cluster areal units across multiple levels of resolution.

There has been related work on models for clustering outside of spatial data situations,

such as hierarchical topic models (Blei et al., 2010; Paisley et al., 2014; Nguyen et al.,

2014) and entity topic models (Tekumalla et al., 2015) for text data as well as hierarchical

clustering of neurological data (Wulsin et al., 2016), microbiome data (Denti et al., 2021)

and educational data (Beraha et al., 2021). Although Paisley et al. (2014) also refer to

their framework as a nested hierarchical Dirichlet process, the models developed by Blei

et al. (2010) and Paisley et al. (2014) are designed for a different data context that has an

unbounded number of resolution levels. The models developed by Denti et al. (2021) and

Beraha et al. (2021) combine the nested Dirichlet process with models suitable for grouped

data, but with a different approach from the nested HDP. Agrawal et al. (2013), Wulsin

et al. (2016) and Nguyen et al. (2014) apply a similar approach in different data contexts,

such as the particular case where additional group-level data is available (Nguyen et al.,

2014). Lijoi et al. (2022) focuses on the theoretical aspects of multi-level clustering models.

This situation has also been addressed by optimization approaches that extend K-means

clustering to distributional spaces using the Wasserstein distance (Ho et al., 2017; Huynh

et al., 2019).

We also note that our problem of multi-level clustering is different from hierarchical clus-

tering, where one set of units is recursively divided into clusters, creating several nested

partitions of the same data, with clusters within clusters. In our context instead, multiple

sets of units exists, one for each resolution level, with a fixed hierarchical structure connect-

ing units in different levels; the clustering finds one partition for each resolution, with not

necessarily nested clusters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce our nested Hierarchical Dirichlet

Process (nHDP) approach to simultaneously cluster areal units across multiple levels of

resolution in Section 2. We evaluate the operating characteristics of our nHDP model across

a variety of synthetic data situations in Section 3. In Section 4, we apply our nHDP approach

to crime density within areal units at various levels of resolution in the city of Philadelphia.

We examine several interesting findings in detail and then conclude with a brief discussion
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in Section 5.

2 Multi-resolution Clustering Methodology

2.1 Areal Units at Multiple Levels of Resolution

Consider a geographic area of interest A which is subdivided into areal units at multiple

levels of resolution. For notational simplicity, we consider two granularity levels, a coarser

(or lower) resolution and a finer or (higher) resolution, although our methodology can also

be extended to more than two levels of resolution.

At the lower resolution level, A is divided up into L areal units that we denote as L =

{A1, A2, . . . , AL}. The higher resolution level is a further division of A that is nested within

the lower resolution level. Each of the lower resolution areal units A` is divided up into

n` higher resolution units: A` = ∪n`
h=1A`,h. We denote the entire collection of the higher

resolution areal units as H = {A1,1, . . . , A1,n1 , . . . , AL,1, . . . , AL,nL
}.

As part of our study of crime dynamics in Philadelphia, we want to use a model that clusters

areal units simultaneously at both the lower and higher levels of resolution. In other words,

part of our modeling process will be simultaneously estimating a latent partition γL of the

areal units L at the lower level of resolution and a latent partition γH of the areal units H
at the higher level of resolution.

We want to emphasize that although the higher resolution areal units H are nested in the

lower resolution areal units L, we do not want to restrict ourselves to estimating latent

partitions γH that are nested within γL. As we describe in our introduction, we want the

flexibility to potentially cluster high resolution units together even if their corresponding

lower resolution units are not clustered together.

We will be clustering areal units at both resolution levels based upon the observed crime

density y`,h in each areal unit A`,h at the higher resolution level, though we will also consider

aggregated crime density at the lower resolution level. We denote with θ`,h the parameters

underlying the observed crime density y`,h in each higher resolution areal unit A`,h. We

take a Bayesian non-parametric approach where the parameters θ`,h are modeled as a latent

discrete mixture where we say that A`,h and A`′,h′ are in the same cluster if and only if

θ`,h = θ`′,h′ . We will postpone a more detailed discussion of the model for the observed

crime data in Philadelphia until we have reviewed different Bayesian nonparametric prior
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distributions for latent mixture models.

2.2 Prior Distributions for Latent Mixtures and Partitions

Our modeling goal is to estimate latent partition of the areal units A`,h at the higher reso-

lution level based on unit-specific crime density parameters θ`,h, while also simultaneously

estimating a latent partition of the areal units A` at the lower level of resolution (within

which the higher resolution units A`,h are nested).

There are many common Bayesian non-parametric approaches for estimating a partition

of unobserved parameters θ`,h. Most of these approaches are built around the Dirichlet

Process (DP) prior that was first described by Ferguson (1973b). The Dirichlet Process is a

distribution over random probability distributions that is characterized by a concentration

parameter α0 > 0 and a base distribution H0.

Even though the base distribution H0 is typically continuous, a realization G from the

Dirichlet Process is almost surely discrete and can be written as G =
∑
pkδθ∗k , where δθ∗k

represent the atoms of G and pk the probability associated with θ∗k. According to the stick-

breaking construction of G (Sethuraman, 1994), the atom locations θ∗k are i.i.d. random

variables distributed according to H0 and the probabilities pk = bk
∏k−1

j=1(1 − bj) where

bj
iid∼ Beta(1, α0).

So if we assumed a DP prior for the high resolution crime density parameters, θ`,h ∼ G with

G ∼ DP (α0, H0), then the atoms of G would form a latent partition γH of the high resolution

areal units with clusters corresponding to the K unique atoms of G, i.e. γH = {A`,h : θ`,h =

θ∗k}. The distribution of clusters formed by a realization from a Dirichlet process prior is also

called the Chinese Restaurant Process (Aldous, 1985). However, this Dirichlet process prior

formulation ignores the natural groupings of the high resolutions areal units A`,h formed by

their nested structure within the lower resolution units A`.

The Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) of Teh et al. (2006) is an extension of the Dirichlet

Process for grouped data in which each group ` of units is assigned a group-specific discrete

measure G` that is a realization from a Dirichlet Process with a discrete base measure

G0. The discrete base measure G0 is itself a realization from a Dirichlet Process. So in

the HDP formulation, the high resolution crime density parameters, (θ`,h)
n`
h=1

iid∼ G` where

(G`)
L
`=1

iid∼ DP (α1, G0) with G0 ∼ DP (α0, H0). The distribution of clusters formed by a

realization from a Dirichlet process prior is also called the Chinese Restaurant Franchise
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(Teh et al., 2006).

The discreteness of the base measure G0 implies that all groups G` share the same set of

atoms θ∗k of G0, and so areal units A`1,h and A`2,h from two different low resolution groups `1

and `2 can be clustered together in a latent partition γH of the high resolution areal units.

In contrast to the DP, this HDP formulation does acknowledge differences between the low

resolution areal units A` through the group-specific discrete distributions G`. However, the

HDP does not capture any similarities between the low resolution areal units A` nor does it

produce a partition γL of the low resolution areal units. See the top panel of Figure 1 for

representation of this model in the plate notation.

A different extension of the Dirichlet process that would allow simultaneous clustering of

both the low resolution areal units A` and high resolutions areal units A`,h is the nested

Dirichlet Process (nDP) of Rodŕıguez et al. (2008). Similar to the HDP, the nDP is designed

for grouped data in which the parameters for each group ` of units is assigned a group-

specific discrete prior measure, (θ`,h)
n`
h=1

iid∼ G`. However, in the nDP formulation, these

group-specific measures G` are independently generated from a nested Dirichlet process:

(G`)
L
`=1

iid∼ Q where Q ∼ DP (α1, DP (α0, H0)).

Since Q is a realization from a Dirichlet process, it can be written as Q =
∑
pjδQ∗j ,

where the atoms Q∗j are themselves each separate realizations from a Dirichlet process

Q∗j ∼ DP (α0, H0). The discreteness of Q means that two low resolution areal units A`1

and A`2 can share the same base distribution atom Q∗j , which generates a partition γL of

the low resolution areal units. In other words, if G`1 = G`2 = Q∗j for some j, then the low

resolution areal units A`1 and A`2 are clustered together in γL.

Since each atom Q∗j of Q is itself a realization from the Dirichlet process, it can be written

as Q∗j =
∑

k pjkδθ∗j,k where θ∗j,k
iid∼ H0. This discreteness of each Q∗j also means that two high

resolution areal units A`1,h1 and A`2,h2 (contained within low resolution units with the same

Q∗j) can share the same atoms which generates a partition γH of the high resolution areal

units. In other words, if G`1 = G`2 = Q∗j and if θ`1,h1 = θ`2,h2 = θ∗j,k for some k, then the

high resolution areal units A`1,h1 and A`2,h2 are clustered together in γH. See the bottom left

panel of Figure 1 for a plate diagram of this model.

However, as shown by Camerlenghi et al. (2018), this nDP formulation imposes a restriction

on the high and low resolution partitions. The two partitions induced by the nested Dirichlet

Process are themselves nested: a cluster in the partition γH contains high resolution units
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from different low resolution units only if those low resolution units are clustered together

in γL. The reason for this behavior lies in the fact that the atoms Q∗j of Q are independent

realizations from a Dirichlet Process and thus their supports do not overlap almost surely.

If two low resolution areal units A`1 and A`2 are not in the same cluster, then G`1 = Q∗j and

G`1 = Q∗j′ where the atoms of Q∗j and Q∗j′ are almost surely different since their own atoms

θ∗j,k are generated independently from a non-atomic base measure H0 and so there is zero

probability that θ∗j,k is equal to θ∗j′,k′ for any k and k′.

This property is quite restrictive in our application to clustering neighborhoods based on

crime (and multi-resolution clustering more generally). We want to allow for the possibility

that smaller areas (high resolution units) in Philadelphia share similar crime density even if

their larger regions (low resolution units) do not share similar crime density. For example, we

anticipate that two adjacent low resolution units could belong to separate clusters because

of their overall crime density, but could contain high resolution units on either side of their

shared border that display a similar crime density and hence we would want to cluster them

together. Since the nested Dirichlet process only allows for nested partitions, it can not

accommodate these types of data situations.

2.3 The Nested Hierarchical Dirichlet Process for Multi-resolution

Clustering

To allow extra flexibility to accommodate the types of data situations mentioned above, we

have developed a new prior formulation for multi-resolution clustering that combines aspects

of both the nested Dirichlet Process of Rodŕıguez et al. (2008) and the Hierarchical Dirichlet

Process of Teh et al. (2006).

We continue to consider the underlying parameters (θ`,h)
n`
h=1 of crime density in our high

resolution areal units A`,h as grouped random variables where the groups ` represent the low

resolution units A` within which the high resolution areal units are nested. The parameters

(θ`,h)
n`
h=1 within each group have their own group-specific priors G` which are realizations

from a common prior measure Q shared by all groups. Similar to the nested Dirichlet

Process, Q is a discrete distribution, Q =
∑
pjδQ∗j , whose atoms Q∗j are themselves discrete

distributions and pj = bj
∏j−1

l=1 (1− bl) where bl
iid∼ Beta(1, α2).

However, unlike the nested DP where the atoms Q∗j are realizations from a Dirichlet Process,

in our nested hierarchical Dirichlet process (nHDP) the atoms Q∗j are realizations from a
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hierarchical Dirichlet process: Q∗j ∼ DP (α1, G0) where G0 ∼ DP (α0, H0). So the atoms

Q∗j =
∑

k pjkδθ∗k where the atoms θ∗k are realizations from a continuous prior measure H0.

For notational compactness, we write this prior model as Q ∼ nHDP (α0, α1, α2, H0).

When two group-specific priors G`1 and G`2 share the same atom Q∗j , then the low resolution

areal units A`1 and A`2 are clustered together, which gives a partition γL of the low resolution

areal units. However, our nHDP formulation does allow for more flexible partitions γH of

the high resolution areal units than the nested Dirichlet Process. In contrast to the nDP,

when two low resolution units are not clustered together, i.e. G`1 = Q∗j 6= G`2 = Q∗j′ , the

high resolution areal units that they contain can still be clustered together since Q∗j and Q∗j′

can share the same atoms θ∗k and so there is a positive probability that θ`1,h1 = θ`2,h2 which

means that A`1,h1 and A`2,h2 . This property is especially important for multiple resolution

clustering, as it does not force the partition γH of high resolution areal units to be nested

within the partition γH of low resolution areal units as discussed at the end of the previous

subsection.

In the bottom right panel of Figure 1 we represent the nested hierarchical Dirichlet process

with plate notation. The diagram shows that the low-resolution group-specific measures G`

are drawn from a discrete measure Q in the nHDP, similar to the nDP, but that the atoms

of Q differ between these two models. In Section S5 of our supplementary materials, we

provide another graphical representation that highlights the difference in atom locations in

the Q∗j of the nDP and nHDP.

Compared to some recent approaches, the model proposed in Camerlenghi et al. (2018)

is different from the nHDP as it considers only the case of two groups and extends the

nDP by writing the group-specific measures G` as a mixture of a shared distribution and

a group specific DP. The model proposed in Denti et al. (2021) constructs the Q∗j with

weights distributed according to a stick-breaking prior (like the DP), but sharing the same

atoms. This construction avoids the restriction on nested partitions imposed by the nDP,

but does not induce any similarity in the weights of the different Q∗j , losing any borrowing

of strength across groups that are not in the same cluster. Beraha et al. (2021) propose a

similar model that modifies the Q∗j to be drawn from a DP where the base distribution is a

mixture between a discrete and a continuous distribution. This approach also circumvents

the restriction to nested partitions by creating group-specific distributions that share some

atoms but are allowed to have different supports. This feature might be better suited for

testing equality of group distributions, but makes the model much more complex for our
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purpose of multi-resolution clustering.

y`,hθ`,h

h = 1, . . . , n`

G`

` = 1, . . . , L

G0H0

α0 α1

HDP

y`,hθ`,h

h = 1, . . . , n`

G`

` = 1, . . . , L

Q∗
j

j ≥ 1
Q

H0

α1α2

nDP

y`,hθ`,h

h = 1, . . . , n`

G`

` = 1, . . . , L

Q∗
j

j ≥ 1
Q

G0 H0

α0α1α2

nHDP

Figure 1: Plate diagram of the HDP, nDP and nHDP models. The realizations of low-
resolution distributions G` affect the realization of the high-resolution mixture components
θ`,h, which affect the distribution of the data y`,h. In the HDP model the G` are directly
realization of the Hierarchic Dirichlet Process. In the nDP and in the nHDP models, the
G` are drawn from the discrete measure Q, whose atoms are realizations respectively from
a Dirichlet Process and a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process.

Our nested hierarchical Dirichlet process induces particular distributions over the partitions

γL and γH of the low resolution and high resolution areal units respectively, which we briefly

describe below with proofs given in Section S1 of the Supplementary Materials.

Property 1. The marginal prior distribution induced by the nHDP (α0, α1, α2, H0) on the

partition γL of low resolution areal units is the Chinese Restaurant Process:

p(γL) = CRP (α2).
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Property 2. The prior distribution induced by the nHDP (α0, α1, α2, H0) on the partition

γH of the high resolution areal units is a Chinese Restaurant Franchise where the groups are

defined by the clusters in the partition γL of the low resolution areal units:

p(γH | γL) = CRF (γH |α0, α1, γ
L).

Now that we have specified our nested Hierarchical Dirichlet process prior for the underly-

ing crime density parameters, we complete our model by specifying a distribution for our

observed crime data. In particular, we will be modeling the crime density (number of crimes

divided by area) in each areal unit. Within each high resolution areal unit A`,h, we assume

that the observed crime density y`,h is normally distributed with mean equal to θ`,h and

common variance σ2. This is equivalent to model the overall distribution of crime density

as a mixture of normals. Note that σ2 represents the variance within each high resolution

cluster since since all high resolution areal units within a cluster have the same mean crime

density θ`,h.

As described above, we model the underlying crime density parameters θ`,h as a latent

discrete mixture with our proposed nested hierarchical Dirichlet process prior that induces

partitions γH and γL on the high resolution and low resolution areal units respectively. After

rescaling the data, we set the base measure nHDP (α0, α1, α2, H0) as a normal distribution

centered at zero with variance k0
−1σ2. We use an inverse-gamma prior distribution for the

common variance parameter σ2.

Below we provide the full set of distributions in our model for observed crime density y`,h in

the high resolution areal units A`,h:

y`,h | θ`,h ∼ Normal (θ`,h , σ
2)

θ`,h |G` ∼ G`

G` |Q ∼ Q

Q ∼ nHDP (α0, α1, α2, H0)

H0 = Normal (0 ,
σ2

k0
)

σ2 ∼ Inv −Gamma (β0 , β1).

(1)

We additionally consider truncated normal priors for α0, α1, α2. The hyperparameters (β0, β1)
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that determine the prior distribution of σ2 are chosen to achieve the desired level of data

variation within a cluster; the value k0 is specified so that the between-cluster distribution

covers the range of the data. We discuss hyperparameter choices in more detail in Section 4

as well as Sections S3 and S4 of our supplementary materials.

2.4 Posterior inference

We now describe a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling scheme for estimating the posterior

distribution of the Nested Hierarchical Dirichlet Process mixture model. For simplicity we

consider the case where F and H are conjugate distributions, so that the mixture component

parameters θ∗k can be integrated out. The non-conjugate case can be similarly derived using

the ideas in Jain and Neal (2007).

Similarly to Zuanetti et al. (2018), we consider a sampling scheme for the marginalized

nHDP in which only the latent partitions γL and γH are iteratively sampled. In a first step

we sample the high-resolution partition γH given the low-resolution partition γL and the data;

this can be carried out with one of the posterior sampling schemes for the HDP, for example

those described in Teh et al. (2006). The second step to sample γL given γH requires a more

complex procedure: since the hierarchical structure of γH and its dimensionality changes

when we change γL, this problem falls into the category of models described by Green

(1995). However, the reversible-jump framework is difficult to apply in this setting due to

the discreteness and complexity of the space of γH. Instead, we use the Metropolis-Hasting

algorithm with a proposal that allows for movements in the product space of (γL, γH).

Specifically, we propose a move for γL and, conditional on this proposed value, we propose

a value for γH that is consistent with the new configuration of γL.

Sampling γH. As highlighted in Proposition 2, the groups of low-resolution areal units

A` constituting the hierarchy of high-resolution units A`,h is known given the low-resolution

partition γL. Using the Chinese Restaurant Franchise (CRF) metaphor, the division of

costumers (high resolution areal units) into restaurants (clusters of the low-resolution units)

is known and fixed. Thus, given γL, we can sample the high-resolution partition using

standard CRF sampling schemes. We represent γH with the assignment of costumers to

tables within each restaurant and the assignment of tables to dishes across restaurants (Teh

et al., 2006). Rather than exploring the partition space using local Gibbs-type updates, we

modify the partitions with broader ‘split-merge’ moves that improve mixing (Jain and Neal,
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2004). We extend the algorithm of Wang and Blei (2012) to perform split-merge moves not

only in the update of the partition of costumers into tables but also in sampling the dishes

for those tables. See Section S2 in our supplementary materials for additional details.

Sampling γL. Since the clusters of γL define the division of customers into restaurants,

particular caution should be used when sampling from the conditional posterior of γL given

γH. In fact, when the restaurants structure is changed because the clusters of γL are, tables

need to be rearranged and so do the dishes associated with them. Moreover for each value of

γH, the partition of groups γL is uniquely identified, meaning that the conditional posterior

p(γL|γH,x) is a point mass. In acknowledgement of these issues, we use a Metropolis-Hasting

step that proposes a new configuration for the pair (γL, γH). The proposal distribution is

broken down into an initial step proposing a new configuration for γL and a second step

proposing a value for γH given the sampled configuration of γL. The first step consists

in a split-merge move similar to Jain and Neal (2004)’s proposal, while the second step

comprises simple rearrangements of the tables in the new restaurant configuration, using

the CRF representation with tables and dish assignments. Further details are provided in

Section S2.2 of our supplementary materials.

The multi-level split-merge algorithm described here has been integrated with the parallel

tempering (Geyer, 1991) to alleviate mixing problems that are often common in multimodal

distributions such as this. The code has been implemented in C++ and R, and is available

online at https://github.com/cecilia-balocchi/multiresolution_clustering.

3 Synthetic Data Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our nested hierarchical Dirichlet Process

model by comparing to other methods in synthetic data generated under various conditions.

We first consider a situation where the synthetic data is generated from one of six different

normal mixtures Fj. Each of these normal mixtures Fj(y) =
∑6

k=1wjkφ((y− µk)/σ) are the

convolution of Gaussian kernels around the same six equally spaced means (µ1, . . . , µ6) but

with different weights wj on each Gaussian component. These six different normal mixtures

are displayed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Normal mixtures underlying our synthetic data generation.

We generate datasets that have L = 25 low resolution units, where each of these units are

uniformly assigned to one of those six normal mixtures. The true low resolution partition γL

corresponds to the index j of the normal mixture Fj that was assigned to each low resolution

unit. Each of these low resolution units contains the same number n` of high resolution units.

We consider two settings for the number of high resolution units, n` = 10 and n` = 50, which

give a total of 250 and 1250 high resolution units across the L = 25 low resolution units,

respectively.

Within each low resolution unit, each of the n` high resolution units is sampled from the

normal mixture Fj that was assigned to that low resolution unit. The cluster assignment

for each high resolution unit is one of the six normal components in Fj, sampled with

probabilities proportional to the weights wj in Fj. So the true high resolution partition

γH is the set of indices corresponding to the normal components sampled for each high

resolution unit. Section S3.1 of the Supplementary Materials provides further details about

the synthetic data generation.

We compare the behavior of several methods that are able to simultaneously estimate the

two partitions γL and γH: our proposed nested hierarchical Dirichlet process model (nHDP),

the nested Dirichlet process (nDP), and an adaptation of K-means for multi-level clustering.

Specifically, we apply K-means algorithm first to the high resolution data, while using the
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silhouette method (Rousseeuw, 1987) to choose the number of clusters. The partition created

by this clustering of high resolution units is used to create a vector of high resolution cluster

proportions within each low resolution unit. We then run the K-means algorithm (again

with the silhouette method) on these vectors of cluster proportions to create a partition of

the low resolution units.

We use the nDP implementation of Zuanetti et al. (2018). For both the nHDP and nDP,

we ran two MCMC chains for twelve thousand iterations, with convergence determined to

occur after the two thousand iterations which were then discarded as burn-in.

We evaluate the performance of each method in terms of both parameter estimation as well

as recovery of the true partitions γL and γH underlying both resolutions of units.

Our measure of parameter estimation at the high resolution level is the root mean squared

error (RSME) of the estimated means, µk, for each normal component with this estimation

being performed seperately within each low resolution unit. Our measure of parameter

estimation at the low resolution level is the RMSE of the estimated overall mean of the

normal mixture, E(Fj), that was assigned to each low resolution unit. For the nHDP and

nDP models, we use posterior mean estimates of these quantities, whereas for our adaptation

of K-means, we use mean estimates computed conditionally on the estimated partition.

For our measures of partition recovery, we use the Variation of Information (VI) distance

(Meilă, 2007) between the true partition and the estimated partition at each resolution

level. For the MCMC-based nHDP and nDP models, the estimated partitions are found as

the minimizers of the VI distance between the sampled partitions as recommended by Wade

et al. (2018).

We compare the performance of the nHDP and nDP models as well as our multi-level adap-

tation of K-means (km) on our measures of parameter estimation and partition recovery in

Figure 3. Separate rows of performance are shown for data generated with either n` = 10

and n` = 50 high resolution units within each of our L = 25 low resolution units. In Sec-

tion S3.1 of our supplementary materials, we see similar results for datasets generated with

either smaller (L = 10) or larger (L = 50) numbers of low resolution units.
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Figure 3: Performance of the nHDP, nDP, and K-means (km) models on our measures of
parameter estimation and partition recovery at the high resolution level (left panels) and
low resolution level (right panels). Each dataset was created with L = 25 low resolution
units that each contain either n` = 10 high resolution units (top panels) or n` = 50 high
resolution units (bottom panels).

From Figure 3, we see that our proposed nested hierarchical Dirichlet Process (nHDP)

achieves the best performance among the three methods in terms of both parameter es-

timation and partition recovery. We also see that the relative performance of the different

methods is similar between the tasks of parameter estimate versus partition recovery. This

not surprising in that recovering a partition closer to the truth should allow for better pa-

rameter estimation. However, an estimated partition with too many clusters could overfit

the data and still have decent parameter estimation while being a poor estimate of the true

partition itself.

Our adaptation of the K-means algorithm (km) is competitive with the nHDP in several

of these data settings but exhibits poor parameter estimation and partition recovery at the

low resolution level when there are a smaller (n` = 10) number of high resolution units. An

important advantage of our nHDP approach is superior performance in difficult but common

data settings in which there are a limited number of high resolution units within each low

resolution unit.

In contrast, the nested Dirichlet process (nDP) is not competitive and shows substantially
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worse performance across both levels of resolution and regardless of the number of high

resolution units per low resolution units. The nDP method suffers from being restricted to

only estimating nested partitions in this data situation where the true partitions are not

nested.

In Section S3.2 of the supplementary materials, we see similar results in an additional sim-

ulation study where synthetic data was generated from our model (1) which produces less

uniform true partitions compared to our data generation above.

4 Clustering crime in West Philadelphia

Crime data in Philadelphia are made publicly available by the Philadelphia Police depart-

ment. Information is provided on the date, time and GPS location for every reported crime

from 2006 to 2018, as well as the crime type. In this analysis, we focus on only violent crimes

which consist of homicides, rapes, robberies and aggravated assaults, according to the def-

inition by the Uniform Crime Reporting program of the FBI. We calculate the number of

violent crimes per year within each US census block group (our high resolution units) and

each US census tract (our low resolution units). We then average the count of violent crimes

per year within each areal unit over the 2006-18 time period.

However, average violent crime counts are difficult to compare directly between the two

levels since low resolution counts are on different scale from high resolution counts. Thus,

we convert these counts into a rate of violent crimes that are more comparable between US

census block groups and US census tracts. While crime rates by residential population are

commonly used by criminologists, it has been argued that crimes are often committed by

(and against) individuals that do not reside in that particular neighborhood (Zhang and

Peterson, 2007). So instead we will focus on violent crime density per unit area, as suggested

by Zhang and Peterson (2007).

We will focus our analysis on the West Philadelphia region for which we display both raw

crime densities and clustering results in Figure 4. This part of the city is home to several

universities and has large heterogeneity in observed crime densities between different areal

units at both levels of resolution.
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Figure 4: Top panels: West Philadelphia divided into 56 census tracts delineated in blue
(left) and 202 census block groups delineated in red (right). Each area is colored by the
average violent crime density per year (2006-18). Bottom panels: Estimated low resolution
(left) and high-resolution (right) partitions from our nHDP model. Each cluster is colored
by the average of the average violent crime density per year within that cluster.

For example, we compare the US census block group at 52nd St and Market St (labeled A

in Figure 4) which has one of the largest crime densities at 822 violent crimes per squared

kilometer versus the US census block group at 48th St and Market St (labeled B in Figure 4)

that is only half a mile away but has one of the lower crime densities at 208 crimes per

squared kilometer. The built environment plays a substantial role in this heterogeneity. The

high crime block group at 52nd St and Market St is the location of a major metro station

whereas the low crime block group at 48th St and Market St is the location of a high school

and hospital building.
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Examining the raw crime densities in the top panels of Figure 4), it is important to note

that the high crime areas seen in red at the center of the high resolution map would not be

detected if only the low resolution data was analyzed. These maps also show that the patterns

in crime levels amongst the high resolution units are not contained within units at the low

resolution level, which makes the restriction to nested partitions (that is characteristic of the

nested Dirichlet process) ill-suited for this data situation.

So we focus our analysis of this region on the low and high resolution partitions that we

estimate from our nested hierarchical Dirichlet process (nHDP) model, after rescaling the

violent crime densities to be centered at zero and have unit variance. We used a truncated

normal prior with mean 2 and standard deviation 1 for α0, α1 and α2. We set the values of

the hyperparameters β0 and β1 so that σ2 had a prior mean of 0.25 and a prior standard

deviation of 0.1. These values express our prior belief that each cluster covers a range of

up to 1 data standard deviations with a within-cluster variation of approximately 0.5 data

standard deviations. Finally, we set k0 = 1/10 to ensure that the base distribution H0 covers

the full range of the data.

We ran two chains the MCMC sampler described in Section 2.4 for 50000 iterations, and

then removed the first 10000 iterations of each chain as burn-in and thinning the remaining

samples to only retain 1 out of every 50 iterations. The remaining 800 samples per chain

were combined and then we extracted the best high and low resolution partitions from these

samples using the method of Wade et al. (2018). In Section S4 of the supplementary mate-

rials, we provide additional details on our hyperparameter choices and partition estimation

from the MCMC samples.

Maps of the best high and low resolution partitions estimated from our nested hierarchical

Dirichlet process model are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 4. Each cluster is high-

lighted with thick black borders with the internal color corresponding to the mean violent

crime density within that cluster. The partition of high resolution units (US census block

groups) consists of 5 clusters whereas the partition of low resolution units (US census tracts)

consists of 6 clusters.

Overall, the estimated partitions in the bottom panels of Figure 4 give a good visual ap-

proximation of the raw crime densities (shown in the top panels of Figure 4) while offering

a simpler and easier to interpret map of violent crime levels in West Philadelphia. We also

note that the clusters of US census block groups are not nested within the clusters of US

census tracts which would be a restriction imposed by the nested Dirichlet process.
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We see a strong correspondence between the low and high resolution partitions in the pe-

riphery regions of West Philadelphia that have low or medium violent crime densities (blue

and darker green). However, only the map of the high resolution partition enables us to

distinguish between the locations with medium (yellow) vs. high (red) violent crime densi-

ties in the central region of West Philadelphia. The red locations with the highest violent

crime densities are small and scattered enough to not be detected at all in the low resolution

partition or low resolution raw crime density maps in Figure 4.

In summary, we see that the partition of low resolution US census tracts are an adequate

summary of the low to medium violent crime densities found in the peripheral regions of

West Philadelphia. However, we see an increase in violent crime density towards the center

of West Philadelphia, where the cluster of US census block groups with highest violent crime

densities are only discovered in the high resolution partition estimated by our model.

5 Discussion

Estimation of the spatial variation in crime in large cities is a challenging endeavor as pat-

terns in crime density are not necessarily smooth due to physical and social boundaries

within urban environments, with the additional complication that different resolutions of

data aggregation are available these modeling efforts. We have addressed these issues by de-

veloping a nested hierarchical Dirichlet process (nHDP) model that clusters areal units across

multiple levels of resolution simultaneously. Our approach is more flexible than the popular

nested Dirichlet Process model of (Rodŕıguez et al., 2008) in the sense that the nHDP is not

restricted to estimating only nested partitions between different levels of resolution.

We apply our nHDP approach to the estimation of violent crime density in the city of

Philadelphia, with a focus in Section 4 on the West Philadelphia region which has substantial

heterogeneity in violent crime incidence. We simultaneously estimate partitions of this region

at both the lower resolution of US census tracts and the higher resolution of US census block

groups. We find a high similarity between the partitions of US census tracts and US census

block groups in the peripheral neighborhoods of West Philadelphia that have the lowest levels

of violent crime density. In the more central area of this region, only the high resolution

partition estimated by our model is able to detect a cluster of US census block groups with

the highest violent crime densities in West Philadelphia. These locations are too small and

not proximal enough to each other to be found in the partition of the lower resolution US
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census tracts.

Our Markov Chain Monte Carlo model implementation involves split-merge moves for up-

dating the partition of lower resolution units. While split-merge algorithms are known for

having good mixing properties, it would be convenient in this high dimensional setting to

develop a more direct Gibbs sampling step for updating the low resolution partition. While

the conditional probabilities needed for a Gibbs step cannot be analytically computed in a

simple way, it may be possible to use numerical techniques that could lead to more efficient

sampling from the posterior distribution over partitions. That said, even an efficient MCMC

algorithm can be limited in high dimensional problems, especially as the number of units or

number of resolution levels increase. Alternative models that offer better scalability should

be an object of future research. The Bayesian Additive Regression Trees (Chipman et al.,

2010) model is a promising option in this direction.

While our nHDP model was developed to address the specific challenges of crime estimation

in urban environments, there are many other domains that would benefit from our approach

to multi-resolution modeling. The issue of multiple levels of resolution is ubiquitous whenever

data is being aggregated within areal units which is a very common situation in many fields

such as epidemiology, ecology and neuroscience. For example, in the domain of neuroimaging,

a multi-resolution clustering model could be used to find similarities between larger brain

regions while also detecting finer patterns of behavior among individual voxels or sets of

voxels.
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Supplementary Materials for

“Clustering Areal Units at Multiple Levels of
Resolution to Model Crime in Philadelphia”

S1 Properties of the nested Hierarchical Dirichlet Pro-

cess

Property 1. The marginal prior distribution induced by the nHDP (α0, α1, α2, H0) on the

partition of groups γL is the Chinese Restaurant Process:

p(γL) = CRP (α2).

Proof. Conditional on G0, Q is a realization of a Dirichlet Process with concentration pa-

rameter α2 and with base measure equal to a DP (α1, G0); this means that Q’s atoms Q∗j ,

despite sharing the same atoms θ∗k, are all different a.s., because their sequences of weights

(pjk) are all different a.s.. Moreover Q’s weights (wk) are generated according to the stick-

breaking construction with parameter α2. Thus, conditional on G0, the conditional dis-

tribution of G` given G1, . . . , G`−1 follows the Pólya Urn scheme: G`|G1, . . . , G`−1, G0 ∼
1

`−1+α2

∑`−1
i=1 δGi

+ α2

`−1+α2
DP (α1, G0). From this follows that p(γL|G0) = CRP (α2). To find

the marginal distribution of γL we need to integrate out G0; for this purpose, note that G0

only affects the distribution of a new observation, i.e. DP (α1, G0). Then we just need to

show that, marginally on G0, a new observation Q∗ is different from the previously observed

G1, . . . , G`−1. Note that for any Gi, p(Q
∗ = Gi|G0) = 0, because the Dirichlet Process is a

non-atomic distribution on the space of probability measures. Since this is true for any G0,

p(Q∗ = Gi|G1, . . . , Gi−1) =
∫
p(Q∗ = Gi|G0)p(dG0|G1, . . . , Gi−1) = 0.

Property 2. The prior distribution induced by the nHDP (α0, α1, α2, H0) on the partition of

observations γH conditional on the partition of groups γL is a Chinese Restaurant Franchise

distribution, where the groups are defined by the clusters of γL:

p(γH|γL) = CRF (γH|α0, α1, γ
L)

Proof. Let γL be the partition of low resolution units, where each cluster is formed by the
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low resolution units associated to the same atom of Q, for example let SLk = {Aj : Gj = Q∗k}.
Then the observations corresponding to the low resolution units in the same cluster SLk share

the same distribution. If we consider the vector of observations from the groups belonging to

cluster SLk , θSLk = {θ`,1, . . . , θ`,n`
: A` ∈ SLk }, then θSLk |Q

∗
k
iid∼ Q∗k, with G∗k|G0 ∼ DP (α1.G0)

for all k and G0 ∼ DP (α0, H0). Thus, conditional on γL, we can divide the θ`,h into the

collections defined by the clusters SLk and they are distributed according to a Hierarchical

Dirichlet Process. We can then define γH by considering the θ`,h that take on the same values

across these collections; the distribution of γH is then described by the Chinese Restaurant

Franchise with groups defined by the clusters of γL.

S2 Algorithm for posterior sampling

S2.1 Split-merge for HDP

In this section we are going to present a posterior sampling algorithm for the Hierarchical

Dirichlet Process. We use the Chinese restaurant franchise representation, described by Teh

et al. (2006). Instead of using the Gibbs sampling algorithm described by Teh et al. (2006),

we propose a Split-Merge algorithm for the HDP, extending the work of Jain and Neal (2004).

In the Chinese Restaurant Franchise representation of the HDP, the partition is described

by a partition of costumers into tables within each restaurant and a partition of tables into

dishes across restaurants. Let tji be the table assigned to costumer i in restaurant j, with

tj = (tji : ∀i) being the partition of costumers into tables in restaurant j, t = (tji : ∀j, i)
and t−j = (tj′i : ∀i, j′ 6= j); moreover let kjt be the dish assigned to table t in restaurant j,

and k = (kjt : ∀j, t) be the partition of tables across restaurants into dishes.

Remember that we can write the likelihood as

p(y|t,k) =
∏
k

∫ ∏
j,i:kjtji=k

p(yji|φk)dφk

and that the prior p(k, t) = p(k|t)
∏

j p(tj), where p(k|t) and p(tj) are Ewens-Pitman prior

distributions for partitions.

Moreover remember that for every Metropolis-Hasting proposal φ∗, we need to compute the

acceptance probability A(φ∗;φ) to move from partition φ to φ∗: A(φ∗;φ) = 1 ∧ a(φ∗;φ),

where a(φ∗;φ) = π(φ∗)q(φ;φ∗)
π(φ)q(φ∗;φ)

, q(φ∗;φ) the probability of proposing φ∗ from φ and π is the
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posterior distribution.

Sampling t We iteratively sample the partitions tj for all j, given k and t−j. Two

costumers i1 and i2 in restaurant j are randomly picked and if they belong to the same

cluster (tji1 = tji2) a split move is performed, otherwise a merge move is implemented.

• Split When a split move is performed, we need to sample the new table assignment

of the elements in the same cluster as i1 and i2. This is done similarly as Jain and

Neal (2004)’s restricted Gibbs sampling proposal. Moreover, since a new table tnew

is created, a new dish kjtnew is sampled (uniformly among the existing dishes and a

new dish). Note that this affects the partition of tables into dishes, so it needs to be

taken into account in the likelihood. Let t∗ and k∗ represent the split proposal for

the table and the dish assignments, with probability q(φ∗ = (t∗,k∗);φ = (t,k)), which

can be computed multiplying the probabilities of the restricted Gibbs sampling steps.

The posterior ratio π(t∗,k∗)/π(t,k) is given by three main elements: the change in

likelihood produced by the change in dish allocation, the change in prior probability of

clustering costumers at tables, and the change in the prior for the clustering of tables

into dishes.

π(t∗,k∗)

π(t,k)
=
p({yji : k∗jtji = k1})p({yji : k∗jtji = k2})
p({yji : kjtji = k1})p({yji : kjtji = k2})

Γ(n∗k1)Γ(n∗k2)(1 + ηI(nk2 = 0))

Γ(nk1)Γ(nk2)

Γ(n∗t1)Γ(n∗t2)α

Γ(nt1)
.

• Merge If two tables are merged, they get assigned to the dish of i1’s table and the

merge happens in one unique way; however the reverse move needs to be computed.

Thus, similarly to the Split move, we need to compute a launch split (Jain and Neal,

2004) and we compute the probability to go from the launch split to the two original

clusters; moreover, we compute the probability of choosing that particular dish. As

before the likelihood is affected by the change in dish allocation and the prior by the

change in table assignments and dish assignments.

Sampling k We finally sample the partition of tables into dishes. This is similarly done

using a split merge algorithm which is performed in the same way as in the DP mixture

model, with the exception that now all the costumers seating at the tables corresponding

to a dish are used to compute the likelihood corresponding to that cluster. Let k∗ be the

proposed dish assignment that corresponds to splitting dish k1 in k, with k2 corresponding
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to a new dish in k∗. In this case the posterior ratio π(k∗)/π(k) is given by

p({yji : k∗jtji = k1})p({yji : k∗jtji = k2})
p({yji : kjtji = k1})

Γ(n∗k1)Γ(n∗k2)η

Γ(nk1)

S2.2 Split-merge for nHDP

In the nested Hierarchical Dirichlet Process, restaurants are no longer fixed entities, but

they are clusters of groups of costumers. Let rg be restaurant allocation of group g (which

is defined by the low-resolution partition), and r = (rg : ∀ g). Moreover let gc be the fixed

mapping relating costumer c to the corresponding group (i.e. which census tract contains

the block group c) and let rgc be the restaurant associated to costumer c through its group

g. In this model, on top of sampling t and k given the restaurant assignment, we need to

sample the partition of groups into restaurants r.

We use a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC sampling algorithm, in which the chain moves from

state φ to state φ∗ with probability α(φ∗, φ) = min{1, A(φ∗, φ)} and

A(φ∗, φ) =
q(φ|φ∗)p(φ∗)
q(φ∗|φ)p(φ)

.

Sampling t and k. This step reduces to the split-merge sampling for the HDP described in

the previous section, given the restaurant allocation of all the costumers defined by (rgc : ∀c).

Sampling r. Since r defines the division of groups into restaurants, it influences the prior

probability of the assignment of costumers into tables t. In fact, changing the number of

costumers of a restaurant affects the probability of the partition, even when the clusters

remain unchanged. Moreover, changing r also affects the table assignment itself, because

in some cases, when changing the restaurant assignment of a group, the table assignments

might become incompatible with the proposed restaurant assignment.

Consider e.g. the case of splitting a restaurant in two new restaurants, when some costumers

across these two new restaurants are sitting at the same table. For two costumers to be sep-

arated in the two new restaurants, they must belong two different groups, whose restaurant

assignment is changed in the split. Specifically, let j1 and j2 be these two groups, such that

s = rj1 = rj2 but s1 = r∗j1 6= r∗j2 = s2 and let i1 and i2 be two costumers such that j1 = gi1

and j2 = gi2 . If these two costumers are sitting at the same table before the split move,
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tsi1 = tsi2 , they cannot still sit in the same table after the split move, i.e. we cannot have

t∗s1i1 = t∗s2i2 , since sharing a table between two different restaurants is not possible. Thus

such table assignment has probability zero given the proposed restaurant assignment and

needs to be resampled together with it. That is, we need to propose, together with r∗, a new

table assignment t∗ such that t∗s1i1 6= t∗s2i2 . Moreover, as we saw in Section S2, to propose

a new value for t, we need to also propose a new value for k. As a consequence, our split

and merge move for r is in fact a move that affects all the assignments r, t and k. In other

words, the chain moves from state φ = (r, t,k) to φ∗ = (r∗, t∗,k∗), with a proposal that can

be factorized conditionally:

q(φ∗|φ) = q(r∗|r)q(t∗|r∗, t)q(k∗|t∗,k).

We randomly sample two groups indices j1 and j2 and if rj1 = rj2 = s we split that restaurant;

if instead s1 = rj1 6= rj2 = s2 we merge the restaurants s1 and s2.

• Split The split move needs to sample the new restaurant assignment of all the groups

in restaurant s except for j1 and j2, i.e. for Gs = {j 6= j1, j2 : rj = s}. Let s1 = s and

s2 = Kr + 1 be the two sub-restaurants in r∗, where Kr is the number of clusters in r.

We assign j1 to s1 and j2 to s2, that is r∗j1 = s1 and r∗j2 = s2, and we sample r∗j ∈ {s∗1, s∗2}
for all j ∈ Gs. This is done according to qsplit(r

∗|r) =
∏

j∈Gs
qsplit(r

∗
j |r∗−j, r), described

below.

Given a proposed restaurant assignment r∗, we sample the proposed table assignment

t∗ and dish assignment k∗, taking into account that each new restaurant s in r∗ contains

all the costumers i whose group gi belongs to restaurant s, i.e. all costumers i such

that r∗gi = s. Thus the table assignment t is changed to replace restaurant s with s1

and to include restaurant s2. The table assignments are changed in the following way:

– if the costumers sitting at table h in ts all belong to groups that are assigned

to some sk in r∗, the table remains unchanged in sk, for k = 1, 2. In other

words, if {r∗gi : ti = h} = {s1}, then table h remains unchanged in s1, and if

{r∗gi : ti = h} = {s2}, then table h remains unchanged in s2. Moreover, the dish

assignment of the table does not change: if kh = d, then k∗h = d.

– if some of the costumers sitting at table h in ts belong a group assigned to s1

in r∗, and other costumers belong to groups assigned to s2 in r∗, then the table

is split into two sub-tables, one for each sub-restaurant. This happens if {r∗gi :
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ti = h} = {s1, s2}. The two subtables h1 and h2 are created deterministically,

assigning to each one the costumers that belong to groups that are assigned to

the corresponding sub-restaurant. So t∗i = hk if and only if r∗gi = sk for k = 1, 2

for all i such that ti = h. Moreover, the dish assignment of the tables does not

change: if kh = d, then k∗h1 = d and k∗h2 = d.

Note that these changes to the table and dish assignments, do not affect the costumer

to dish assignment: even though a costumer might belong to a different restaurant or

seat to a different table, its dish assignment will remain the same. Moreover, since

the table and dish assignments are changed in a deterministic way, qsplit(t
∗|r∗, t) = 1

and qsplit(k
∗|t∗,k) = 1. Thus we only need to specify qsplit(r

∗|r). This is done with a

restricted Gibbs sampling step: qsplit(r
∗|r) =

∏
j∈Gs

qsplit(r
∗
j |r∗−j, r) and we choose

qsplit(r
∗
j = sk|r∗−j, r) = p(r∗j , t

∗,k∗|y, r∗−j) =

=
p(y|k∗, t∗)p(k∗|t∗)p(t∗|r)n−j,sk∑

k=1,2 p(y|k∗, t∗)p(k∗|t∗)p(t∗|r)n−j,sk
, k = 1, 2

where we have denoted with t∗ and k∗ the table and dish assignments proposed in

the deterministic way we just described and n−j,sk is the size of cluster sk excluding

element j. Note that since the dish assignment of each costumer remains constant,

we can simplify the proposal distribution above: p(y|k∗, t∗) remains constant for all r

considered in this restricted Gibbs sampling step. Moreover, p(t∗|r) ∝ p(t∗s1|r)p(t
∗
s2
|r),

as the other table assignments are not affected in this step. Thus

qsplit(r
∗
j = sk|r∗−j, r) =

p(k∗|t∗)p(t∗s1|r)p(t
∗
s2
|r)n−j,sk∑

k=1,2 p(k
∗|t∗)p(t∗s1|r)p(t∗s2|r)n−j,sk

, k = 1, 2

Note that it is also thanks to these deterministic proposal distributions that by simply

sampling r, we can sample in the multidimensional space of (r, t,k). Additionally, note

that to simplify the computations, instead of p(k∗|t∗) we consider p(k∗|t∗)/p(k|t). This

can simply be computed as
∏

k∈Ds
Γ(nk +mk)/Γ(nk), where nk is the number of tables

belonging to dish k in the original assignment k, mk is how many of those tables were

split into two sub-tables, and Ds is the set of dishes served in restaurant s.

• Merge The merge move changes the restaurant assignment of all the groups in restau-

rants s1 and s2, Gs1,s2 = {j : rj ∈ {s1, s2}}. Let s be the new restaurant which will

replace s1 and let r∗j = s for all j ∈ Gs1,s2 (restaurant s2 gets removed from r∗). Note
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that qmerge(r
∗|r) = 1.

As the restaurant assignment is changed, the table and dish assignments need to change

too. As before, we need to take into account that a new restaurant s in r∗ contains all

the costumers i whose group gi belongs to restaurant s, i.e. r∗gi = s. A naive proposal

for changing the table assignment would be to move all tables of s2 to the new merged

restaurant s. However, we need to choose a proposal that can make the split move

reversible. For this reason, in the table assignment proposal we need to merge some

tables that belonged to the two restaurants.

Specifically, for each dish d we consider the tables in the two restaurants s1 and s2 that

were assigned to dish d. Let T dsk = {h table in sk : kh = d} for k = 1, 2. If there is at

least one such table in each restaurant, i.e. #T dsk > 0 for both k = 1, 2, we combine

tables into pairs. This is done by considering the restaurant with the least number of

such tables, say s1, and considering a one-to-one function f from its tables T ds1 to the

ones in the other restaurant T ds2 , sampled uniformly at random. Thus, if kd = #T ds1
and nd = #T ds2 , the probability of sampling f is 1

nd!/(nd−kd)!
. Given this matching f , we

consider the events of merging or not the tables in each pair (hi,1, hi,2) with probability

phi,1,hi,2 ; we found the value phi,1,hi,2 = 0.5 to be working well. Note that if some tables

h1 and h2 are merged in table h, then t∗i = h for all i such that ti ∈ {h1, h2}; otherwise

t∗i = ti. Note that in either case the dish assignment will not change, k∗h = d in the

former case, or k∗hk = d for k = 1, 2 in the latter.

Thus the overall probability of the new table assignment t∗ is given by

qmerge(t
∗|r∗, t) =

∏
d

[
1

nd!/(nd − kd)!

kd∏
i=1

(
[pmt1,t2 ]

I(m)[1− pmt1,t2 ]
I(s)
)]

where I(m) and I(s) are the indicators of a split or a merge. Note that, as in the split

move, the choice for k∗ is deterministic and qmerge(k
∗|t∗,k) = 1.

Remember now that to find the acceptance probability α(φ∗, φ) we need to consider the
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proposed move and the reverse move. Thus, to compute Asplit(φ
∗, φ) we have

Asplit(φ
∗, φ) =

qmerge(φ|φ∗)p(φ)

qsplit(φ∗|φ)p(φ)
=

=
qmerge(t|r, t∗)
qsplit(r∗|r)

p(y|t,k)p(k|t)p(t|r)p(r)
p(y|t∗,k∗)p(k∗|t∗)p(t∗|r∗)p(r∗)

=

=
qmerge(t|r, t∗)
qsplit(r∗|r)

p(k|t)p(t|r)p(r)
p(k∗|t∗)p(t∗|r∗)p(r∗)

,

where the likelihood ratio p(y|t,k)/p(y|t∗,k∗) can be ignored because it’s equal to 1, as the

dish assignment does not change. Similarly, for Amerge(φ
∗, φ) we have

Amerge(φ
∗, φ) =

qsplit(φ|φ∗)p(φ)

qmerge(φ∗|φ)p(φ)
=

=
qsplit(r|r∗)

qmerge(t∗|t, r∗)
p(k|t)p(t|r)p(r)

p(k∗|t∗)p(t∗|r∗)p(r∗)
.

S3 Simulations

In Section 3 of the main manuscript we present a simulation study comparing the perfor-

mance of the proposed method and other competing methods. We now describe how the

synthetic data was generated and present additional results.

S3.1 First framework: mixtures of normals

S3.1.1 Synthetic data generation

We consider six distributions, Fk, with k = 1, . . . , 6, each of them being a mixture of up

to six normals with different weights: Fk(x) =
∑6

i=1wkiφ((x − µi)/σ)/σ, where the means

are equally distanced around zero with µi − µi−1 = 2.5 and σ = 0.5. This level of means

separation is what we consider a moderate “cluster separation”, where the main modes are

distinguishable, but there is some small mass overlap between the mixtures. The mixture

weights used wk = (wk1, . . . , wk6), reported in Table 1, are chosen to make the different

distributions distinguishable.

For each low resolution unit A`, we sample G` uniformly among the mixtures Fk, k = 1, . . . , 6.

This is equivalent to uniformly sampling a low-resolution cluster assignment z`, and assign

G` = Fz` . We then sample the high-resolution ob θ`,h from the (µi) according to the weights
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w1 = (0, 0.6, 0.3, 0, 0.1, 0)
w2 = (0.4, 0, 0.1, 0.1, 0.4, 0)
w3 = (0.1, 0, 0, 0, 0.3, 0.6)
w4 = (0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0, 0)
w5 = (0.2, 0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2)
w6 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

Table 1: Mixture weights used for each distribution Fk.

wk corresponding to the sampled Fz` . Again, this can be seen as sampling the high-resolution

cluster assignment z`,h from i = 1, . . . , 6, with probabilities given by wz` . The observation

y`,h is then sampled from a normal distribution N(µz`,h , σ
2). In other words, the observations

are sampled from G`, i.e. from the corresponding Fz` .

Note that the same low-resolution partition is used when we increase the number n` of

high-resolution units within each low-resolution unit.

S3.1.2 Choice of hyperparameters

We chose the prior distribution of σ2 to be centered around 0.25, the true value used to

generate the data, with a somewhat large variance. Thus, we set β0 = 5, β1 = 1. Since

the data was not standardized before fitting the model, we chose a value of k0 = 1/100, to

make sure that the base measure covers the whole range of the data. In this simulation, the

concentration parameters were fixed, with α0 = 1, α1 = 0.5, α2 = 1. The choice is motivated

by a desire for a small number of clusters, together with the empirical observation that small

values of α1 make the model more stable.

S3.1.3 Additional results

In Section 3 of the main paper, we presented the results for the simulation with the number

of low-resolution units L = 25. We now present similar results for L = 10 and L = 50.
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Figure S1: Parameter estimation and partition recovery measures at high-resolution (left
panels) and low-resolution (right panels) for synthetic data with L = 10 and n` = 10 (top
panels) and n` = 50 (bottom panels).

Figure S1 and S2 show the measures of parameter estimation and partition recovery for

both the high and the low-resolution levels, respectively when L = 10 and L = 50. We note

that the methods have similar performances to the case of L = 25 reported in the main

manuscript. In particular, all the methods tend to have worst low-resolution estimation

and partition recovery when the number of low resolution units is smaller (n` = 10). This is

expected, as the estimation of the G` relies on the number of units within each low-resolution

unit A`. The adapted version of k-means has particularly poor performance when n` is small,

for both values of L. Instead, when the number n` of high-resolution units increases, the

k-means method performs as well as the nHDP. Unfortunately, the nDP method tends to

have poorer estimation and recovery performance both for the high and low-resolution levels,

and for all values of n` and L.
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Figure S2: Parameter estimation and partition recovery measures at high-resolution (left
panels) and low-resolution (right panels) for synthetic data with L = 50 and n` = 10 (top
panels) and n` = 50 (bottom panels).

S3.2 Second framework: data generated from the model

S3.2.1 Synthetic data generation

To generate simulated datasets with distinguishable low resolution clusters, we implemented

the following steps:

1. Using the stick-breaking construction for the Dirichlet Process, we approximate Q =∑
iwiδG∗i with a truncated Q̃ =

∑m
i=1 w̃iδG̃∗i , where m is the number of low-resolution

units. We generate w̃1, . . . , w̃m−1 and compute w̃m = 1−
∑m−1

i=1 w̃i.

2. We generate the cluster assignments of the low-resolution units zj by sampling them

from
∑m

i=1 w̃iδi.

3. We generate the atoms G̃∗i of Q̃ drawing from a finite-dimensional approximation of

the HDP, with the stick-breaking constructions of Teh et al. (2006) truncated at the

number of high-resolution units n. Note that to make sure the different low-resolution

clusters are distinguishable, it is important that the G̃∗i are sufficiently different. Thus

we created a rejection sampling algorithm that generates a vector of cluster-specific

discrete distributions G̃∗1, . . . , G̃
∗
m such that for any i, j, the total variation distance
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TV (G̃∗i , G̃
∗
j) > ε. We found that ε = 0.8 was generating distributions that were suffi-

ciently different and could be distinguished for relatively low sample sizes. The rejection

algorithm is as following: given the first G̃∗1, . . . , G̃
∗
i−1, generate a new distribution G̃∗;

if the TV distance between G̃∗ and anyone of the previous G̃∗j with j < i is less or

equal than ε, then discard it and sample a new G̃∗, repeat the test until a suitable G̃∗

is sampled and set G̃∗i equal to it.

4. Given the set of distinct G̃∗i , we sample the cluster assignments of the high-resolution

units zlj from
∑n

k=1 p̃zjkδk where p̃zjk are the weights of G̃∗zj , the discrete measure

associated to the low-resolution cluster of unit j.

5. Given the high-resolution clusters, we generate the cluster-specific means θ∗k. Instead

of drawing them i.i.d. from a base distribution, we again make sure that the values

chosen are distinct, so that the clusters are actually distinguishable. We choose them

evenly spaced, centered at 0, with minimum distance θ∗k+1 − θ∗k = κσ, with κ = 5 in

the medium cluster separation framework, and κ = 8 in the high cluster separation

framework.

6. The high-resolution data is then generated, with ylj ∼ N(θ∗zlj , σ
2), with a fixed value

of σ = 0.5. For out-of-sample evaluation, we also generate a second set of data,

y∗lj ∼ N(θ∗zlj , σ
2).

7. When used, the low-resolution data is aggregated by averaging the high-resolution

data: yj = 1
m

∑m
l=1 yjl (equivalently y∗j = 1

m

∑m
l=1 y

∗
jl).

Note that generating a realization of the nHDP (step 1 and step 3) depends on the parameters

α0, α1, α2. We consider two configurations, where (α0, α1, α2) = (1, 1, 1) and (α0, α1, α2) =

(5, 3, 3). These two configurations allow us to generate different kind of data. In the first,

the different G∗j ’s are quite similar, or have most support on different points, and we expect

the nDP to perform quite well under this framework. In the second configuration instead,

the variation among the G∗j ’s is larger, while having very similar support.

S3.2.2 Choice of hyperparameters

Similarly to the first framework, we chose the prior distribution of σ2 to be centered around

0.25, the true value used to generate the data, with a somewhat large variance. Thus, we

set β0 = 5, β1 = 1. Since the data was not standardized before fitting the model, we chose

a value of k0 = 1/100, to make sure that the base measure covers the whole range of the
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Figure S3: Parameter estimation and partition recovery measures at high-resolution (left
panels) and low-resolution (right panels) for synthetic data generated from the model, with
L = 10. The top panels show the results for n` = 10, while the bottom panels show those
for n` = 50, under the configuration with α0 = 1, α1 = 1, α2 = 1.

data. In this simulation framework, the concentration parameters were fixed equal to the

true values used to generate the data.

S3.2.3 Results

Similarly to the results reported in the main manuscript, when the synthetic data is generated

from the model, we find that the nHDP achieves better performance compared to the nDP

and k-means, for both parameter estimation and partition recovery at each resolution. Under

the configuration given by the hyper-parameters (α0, α1, α2) = (1, 1, 1) (Figure S3), we see

that the performance of the nDP is quite good, especially for the low-resolution measures.

This is particularly evident in the case with n` = 50, where the low-resolution partition

recovered by both nDP and nHDP is almost always the true one; however, the nDP has

much worse high-resolution estimation and partition recovery compared to the nHDP.

In the configuration where the distributions have stronger support overlap and variation,

generated with the hyper-parameters (α0, α1, α2) = (5, 3, 3) (Figure S4), the nDP performs

quite poorly, in both situations where n` = 10 and n` = 50, for both the measures related

to the high-resolution and the low-resolution partition.
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Figure S4: Parameter estimation and partition recovery measures at high-resolution (left
panels) and low-resolution (right panels) for synthetic data generated from the model, with
L = 10. The top panels show the results for n` = 10, while the bottom panels show those
for n` = 50, under the configuration with α0 = 5, α1 = 3, α2 = 3.

In both cases, k-means shows quite poor performance, for both partitions and parameter

estimations. Contrary to the simulation with mixtures of normals, k-means did not show a

significant improvement of performance for larger values of n`.

S3.3 Details on parameter estimation measures

In our simulations, we report a measure of parameter estimation and one of partition recov-

ery for each resolution. As measure of parameter estimation for γH, we report the root mean

squared error (RSME) for the estimation of the mean of the data θ`,h = E[y`,h]. For γL, we

use the RMSE for the estimation of the means of the mixtures assigned to the `-th low resolu-

tion unit φ` = E[θ`,h|G` = Fj] =
∑6

k=1wj,kµk. As estimators, for the data means we use the

posterior mean marginally on the high resolution partition, θ̂`,h = Ê[θ`,h|y]; for the distribu-

tional means we use the estimator given by φ̂` = Ê[Ê[φ`|γL]|y], where if the `th low-resolution

unit is in the kth cluster Ck (i.e. if G` = Fk) then Ê[φ`|γL] = 1
|Ck|
∑

`∈Ck(
∑

h y`,h)/n`. In other

words, the distributional mean for each cluster is found by averaging the low-resolution data

(i.e. high-resolution data which has been aggregated at the low-resolution) for the units in

that (low resolution) cluster.
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S4 Analysis of crime density in West Philadelphia

S4.1 Choice of hyperparameters

In Section 2.3 of the main manuscript, we presented the full model we use to describe crime

density in Philadelphia. We now describe how we chose the hyperparameters β0, β1 that

specify the prior for σ2, and the hyperparameter k0 which determines the ratio of within-

cluster and between-cluster variation.

Before fitting our model to the data we standardized the y`,h to have overall mean 0 and

standard deviation 1. We expect the within-cluster standard deviation of the standardized

data to be far less than 1; in particular a value less than 0.5 (i.e. less than half of the overall

data standard deviation). We then chose the distribution of σ2 to have a prior mean of 0.25,

and a prior variance of 0.1. This prior assigns approximately 0.7 probability to a value of σ2

less than 1, and less than 0.02 probability to a value of σ2 greater than 1. We also expect

the within-cluster standard deviation not to be too small, as that would cause the data to be

split into a very large number of clusters. We chose a value of k0 that would give a large prior

probability that σ2/k0 is greater than 1 (the variance of the standardized data), given the

chosen prior distribution for σ2; in other words, we want the base distribution H0 to cover

the overall distribution of the data. We chose k0 = 1/10, which ensures a prior probability

of more than 0.8 that H0 covers the data.

We finally specify a prior distribution for the concentration parameters α0, α1, α2. Remember

that under the DP model with concentration parameter η, the average asymptotic number of

clusters for n observations is η log(n). To avoid a too small or too large number of clusters,

we chose to model the prior as a truncated normal with prior mean equal to 2 and prior

standard deviation 1.

S4.2 Partition estimation

Following the recommendation of Wade et al. (2018), we summarize the retained posterior

samples finding the partition that minimizes the Variation of Information (VI) distance from

the posterior samples. We used the package Wade (2015) to find the best candidate among

the MCMC draws. We additionally searched for the best candidate among the partitions

found with hierarchical clustering (the function hclust in R), using different number of

clusters, from 1 to the maximum number of clusters found by the MCMC. This essentially

equivalent to using the function mcclust.ext::minVI with the option method = "all",
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with the difference that we are choosing the partition that minimizes the actual VI dis-

tance (using function mcclust.ext::VI) instead of its lower bound (mcclust.ext::VI.lb).

The partitions reported in the analysis presented in the main manuscript are the ones that

achieved the minimum VI distance.

S5 Graphical representation of models

In Figure S5 we represent pictorially a possible realization of the discrete measures in the

nDP and HDP models, and how they are combined to construct the nHDP: as the diagram

shows, both the nDP and the nHDP share the discrete measure Q (represented by the large

rectangle), but its atoms Q∗j differ. In the nDP, all the measures Q∗j have different atoms

locations, which is the reason why the nDP produces only partitions whose clusters are

nested within clusters. In fact, if two G` are not equal to the same Q∗j , they will not have the

same support and the corresponding θ`,h will not have a chance to be equal. In the nHDP

instead, the the Q∗j are equivalent to the G` in the HDP, i.e. different Q∗j ’s have the same

atoms but different weights (the vertical lines are located in the same locations but have

different height). While in the HDP each represented discrete distribution is a group-specific

distribution G` and all of them are different because they have different weights, the nHDP

allows some of the group-specific measures G` to be equal to the same Q∗j , thanks to the

discrete measure Q. This allows clustering of the low-resolution units, contrary to the HDP.

Note that in the nHDP, even when two groups have different Q∗j ’s, they share the same atoms

θk, which allows the parameters of the high resolution units θ`,h to be clustered together even

if their groups G`1 and G`2 are not clustered together.
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Figure S5: Possible realization of the discrete measures in the HPD, nDP and nHDP models.
For the nDP and the nHDP models, the discrete measure Q is represented as a rectangular
box containing other discrete distributions Q∗j as its atoms. For the HDP instead, only the
group-specific G` are represented. The graphical depiction of each discrete distribution uses
vertical lines to represent the atoms of the distribution: the location of each line represents
the location of the atom, and the height of each line represents the atom’s weight or proba-
bility. For the purpose of the plot, only a finite number of atoms are depicted. Top panel:
Diagram of the nDP model. Middle panel: Diagram of the HDP model. Bottom panel:
Diagram of the nHDP model.
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